New Manifestation of Covid-19 in Oral Region, a Potential Faster Diagnosis Approach, a Mini Review
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Abstract

Introduction: The pandemic of COVID-19 continues to shatter the world by high rate of mortalities. The poorest prognosis of COVID-19 is among patients with comorbidities. Exploring new ways to predict and diagnose the infection at early stages will probably reduce the fatality and prevent further damages. Identifying unexampled or additional clinical symptoms may provide opportunities for earlier diagnosis and prevention of severe cases of COVID-19.

Material and method: A methodical search was conducted through PubMed, Google and Google scholar databases to analyze the published or in press literature. The keywords were words “novel Coronavirus”, “SARS-CoV-2 (CoV)” and “COVID-19”, searched by at least two or more independent individuals. A total of 88 related items were picked based on the keywords. While the majority of materials were based on one-case reports (66 cases), a combination of multiple case studies as well as full research papers was investigated.

Results: There were several unexampled manifestations including cutaneous symptoms and oral lesions by which early diagnosis, prevention and even more effective treatment may be achieved for COVID-19 patients.

Conclusion: The most striking novel clinical presentation was intraoral painful blisters or mouth ulcers mostly seen on the cheek mucosa as per the revelation of the reported cases in the literature review. Leaving out a daily intraoral examination might have been the reason why intraoral lesions have been connived as effective predictive, prognostic and even preventive manifestations of COVID-19. The outcomes of these current studies suggest that intraoral lesions may offer a very new approach, using preventive, predictive and personalized medicine (PPP) concept to provide a rapid diagnosis and more effective therapeutic modality in patients with COVID-19.
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Introduction
The well-being of the world has been affected to a large extent due to the occurrence and fast outbreak of the coronavirus and the pandemic of COVID-19. The complex nature of SARS-CoV-2, the virus causing COVID-19 and its high transmissibility has been unprecedentedly unique. Currently, other than supportive therapy, there is no definitive treatment for patients with COVID-19. That is why earlier diagnosis would provide not only better prognosis for COVID-19 patients, but also would prevent the transmission of the infection to healthy individuals significantly. Therefore, adopting a preventive, predictive and personalized (PPPs) medicine approach maybe a highly effective way to mitigate the burden of COVID-19 at an individual level as well as for healthcare system globally. By providing reliable criteria and standards, it would be potentially possible to predict and diagnose the infection at earlier stages in a personalized fashion. Abating the rate of mortality and hospitalization as well as preventing new infections would be the most divulged consequences of a PPPs strategy in fight against COVID-19. Since January 31st 2020 when COVID-19 was officially announced as a global health emergency and later on a worldwide pandemic by WHO on March 11th, 2020, the guidelines on symptoms and diagnostic indices have been continuously updated. Currently, fever, cough, tiredness and shortness of breath, headache, chest pain, loss of taste/smell, muscle aches and sore throat are among most common clinical manifestations reported in symptomatic COVID-19 patients. Since timing is highly critical considering the fast track of transmission of SARS-CoV-2, it is utterly plausible to explore unique and maybe specific manifestations to accelerate the diagnosis and improve the preventive and therapeutic measures. The goal of this report is to introduce intraoral lesions as unexampled clinical presentations during COVID-19 infection. These oral symptoms maybe good indicators to help clinicians and scientists to diagnose early and may be effective in preventing new cases. Most important oral lesions are relatively easier to be detected and monitored by patients at individual level, as an excellent example of predictive, preventive and personalized medicine (PPPs).
Method and Material:
The study was to conduct an extensive search through databases comprising CovLit, PubMed, and the National Institute of Health for SARS-CoV-2. Keywords including SARS-CoV-2 and its cutaneous symptoms in the intraoral cavity with pleomorphic clinical manifestations. The inclusion criteria were to consider only those topics describing symptoms merely caused by SARS-CoV-2 virus published by August 2020. Reports and materials addressing all other iatrogenic factors and side effects related to the treatment were excluded.
Results:
A sum of 181 articles was initially selected to be screened. After thoroughly analysis only 11 articles met the standards, based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria, to be included in the final stage of the study.
Discussion:
The majority of studies and articles examined for this current review reported a set of common symptoms for the most cases of COVID-19. Diarrhea, dyspnea, pneumonia, sore throat, hypoguesia, hyposmia, and headaches were the most usual signs often mentioned. However, there were a certain level of disparities among responses from an individual to another based on genetic and epigenetic factors. These were including, not limited to, immune responses as well as proteomic and metabolic indices [1]. Further, being a pandemic with high transmissibility, COVID-19 presents an evident diverse spectrum of clinical manifestations based on the Geo-demographic Variabilities.
Cutaneous symptoms are a set of clinical manifestations were reported by several studies as dermatologic symptoms at the early stages and onset of COVID-19 indexed in Pubmed database [1,2]. Symptoms such as Livedoid eruptions, oral lesions, vesicular eruptions, morbilliform rash, urticaria and acral lesions are all examples of cutaneous manifestations. It is hinted that cutaneous symptoms maybe the early signs of COVID-19 infection [3-5]. In fact, this suggest that cutaneous lesions maybe used as a tool for early diagnosis by individuals, exemplifying a model of the application of predictive, preventive and personalized medicine (PPPs).
Oral cavity consists of a small vestibule and a larger oral
cavity proper. A wide number of dermatological conditions can affect the oral cavity. Study by Carreras-Presas et al., introduces a case with vesiculobullous oral lesions in a patient with SARS-CoV-2 infection [6]. It is a 56-year-old male who was probably the first COVID-19 patients reported with intraoral lesions. Further, in addition to cardinal symptoms, it is indicated that some COVID-19 patients had sore throat and tenderness of the palate. Abrasions detected on testing were resembling recurring herpetic stomatitis. Topical antiseptics and Valaciclovir were authorized resulting in the elimination of lesions after 10 days [6-7]. The recurring ulcers were studied within a short time after the first signs of erythematous macular lesions. The probability of vasculitis seems to be the right description for these findings.

In another study, Tang et al [8] documented the Varicella-like skin lesions in COVID-19 patients. This could be linked to what Carreras-Presas et al already reported [6] considering the commonality between the virulence of herpes zoster (herpes varicella-zoster- HVZ3) [9] and SARS-CoV-2. Multiple inflammatory and vascular reactions such as erythematous rashes are among new additions to the symptoms presented in patients with COVID-19, demonstrating the inflammatory nature of COVID-19 [3,4,5,10,11,12]. Early stage symptoms and measuring inflammatory biomarkers maybe very effective way to predict and protect against COVID-19 effectively, translating the modality of diagnosis and prevention to a personalized form of medicine (PPPs).

ACE2 is being documented as the most important host cell receptor of 2019-nCoV that is mainly responsible for the prone cells being invaded by the virus. Multiple RNA-seq profiles from the twin public databases comprising the Functional Annotation of The Mammalian Genome Cap Analysis of Gene Expression (FANTOM5 CAGE) and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) was collected to study the possible transmission method of the 2019-nCoV virus on the mucosa of the oral cavity. ACE2 has been shown to be expressed on intraoral lesions and on the mucosa of the oral cavity [13]. Additionally, the single-cell transcriptomes were utilized to find and establish the truth of ACE2- expressing cell structure and the portion in the oral activity. The findings indicated that the ACE2 was enforced on the mucosa of the oral cavity. ACE2 was mostly implanted in epithelial cells of the tongue which generated significant interest in the field. Those discoveries have clarified the fundamental technique that the oral cavity is a potential vulnerable site for SARS-CoV-2 infection cases especially at the initial stages. Dental medicine as one of the major front lines in the war against COVID-19 can effectively adopt these measures in a PPPs fashion as Predictive, Preventive and Personalized medicine with a high level of reliability [13-14]. In all the cases, skin abrasions appear as erythematous papules in the upper trunk, which eventually changes to erythematous-violaceous spots with a murky center and a pseudo-vesicle in the middle. The lesions noticeably synthesize in the back-end and then move to the limbs and faces within a week. The palms and soles seem to be spared [15]. The intraoral cavity in such individuals revealed petechiae and palatal macules with identical outcomes in all patients. Further findings such as normal basket-weave stratum corneum, with minor to moderate spongiosis in the epidermis were deduced in earlier studies [16]. The dermis displayed lymphocytic perivascular and interstitial infiltrate, dilated vessels filled with neutrophils, and extravasation of red blood cells. Cases with similar signs were treated with systemic corticosteroids. The ongoing undertaking of skin lesions happened within 2-3 weeks.

Dermatology would be the other potential high risk front regarding cutaneous lesions during COVID-19 pandemic [8,17]. While cutaneous manifestations could be used as predictive measure, however, some maybe challenging and require to be differentially diagnosed. As an example, Erythema Multiforme (EM) is documented in 90% of the patients with COVID-19 while in less than 10% of individuals are caused by drug-related factors. Other viruses such as Parvovirus B19, Coxackie and Adenovirus may cause EM-like or target-like exanthem which can be differentiated from those related to SARS-CoV-2 virus through its structure and morphology [18,19]. Regardless of their source and the causative factor, It is noteworthy to mention that oral lesions during COVID-19 infection reinforces the notion that including dentists in the transdisciplinary team to support the effort during COVID-19 pandemic is a crucial and necessary. It would be highly
critical to review patients' oral and dental hygiene in hospital and once they're discharged. Regarding COVID-19 cases, certain oral signs and indications must be acknowledged like thrush-like ulcers, dysgeusia, geographic tongue, petechiae, HSV-1 infection, traumatic ulcers, candidiasis and many others. Hence, there should be a prominence given to the critical dental clinical test of patients with contagious diseases in the ICU, and their need for help, managing their pain and their general well-being [20]. The concurrent enanthem and pseudo-vesicles is more indicative of a contagious cause rather than simply drug side effects, more research and groundwork are needed.

**Conclusion:**

Altogether, our study examining cases and literature review demonstrated that intraoral lesions such as blisters and painful oral ulcers mostly visible on the cheek mucosa could be early indicative of COVID-19 infection. Adopting a PPP strategy (Predictive, Preventive and Personalized Medicine) may help early diagnosis, prevention and more effective treatment with increased rate of survilance and life quality for patients with COVID-19. The absence of daily intraoral tests resulted in the poor detection of intraoral lesions as documented here in this mini review. Conducting a simple oral examination even at a personal and individual level could prevent most extremities with indecisive pathological measures and diagnosis during COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, embracing a PPP strategy by all individuals including healthcare system professionals (e.g., Physicians, dentists, nurses, para-medics, etc.) would be highly recommended to help early diagnosis, prevention and more effective treatment for patients with COVID-19 as well as all people during this catastrophic pandemic. Measures such as a routine intraoral examination could be a great example of PPP strategy with significant impact on the outcome of current bout against COVID-19 pandemics.
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